Immediate Communication During Critical Situations

Honeywell
Honeywell Instant Alert® Plus enables you to:

- Notify first responders and all affected people rapidly, consistently, and effectively during a critical situation
- Focus on those needing support with two-way communication feedback
- Connect decision-makers immediately with automatic teleconference bridging
- Target communication to those affected by a geographic event by utilizing a GIS map interface
- Access real-time message tracking and reporting for up-to-date information
- Rely on an off-site cloud-based solution for a truly virtual emergency notification system

Be Prepared For Any Situation
Today’s environment calls for the ability to communicate with people at a moment’s notice. From homeland security threats, to natural disasters and severe weather, to power and network outages, your disaster recovery plan requires consistent and reliable communication during emergencies big or small. When faced with these situations, the right response plan will be vital to protecting the people on your watch.

Reliable Delivery
Instant Alert Plus utilizes multiple personal communication channels including phone, smart phone, email, SMS, pager, and FAX to help ensure messages are received and acknowledged. Your communication reach can be expanded even further by sending messages to computer desktops, Web pages and electronic signage.

Honeywell provides contracted service levels that guarantee your messages are delivered when communication is needed most. In addition, we offer unlimited messaging to alleviate any concern about cost overruns due to unforeseen circumstances.

Simple Administration
As a cloud-based solution, Instant Alert Plus provides the flexibility of creating and sending messages from wherever you are by utilizing the Web interface or a phone or smart phone. You may define your own custom system setup to ensure secure administrative access and personal data privacy. Message recipient groups may be easily identified and created by attributes such as location, department or organization in order to target your communications to those who need it.

Tracking and Reporting
Instant Alert Plus provides access to real-time message delivery and receipt tracking, including question responses for two-way communication feedback. This information helps you focus on those who are unable to respond or those who are responding in need of assistance.

Quick Response
Standard templates allow you to easily create messages for any situation you might face. Stored messages enable you to quickly notify people with a few mouse clicks or by phone, saving you valuable time during a critical event.

You can also connect people automatically to a teleconference for quick emergency planning and coordination.

Secure Deployment
Using a centralized Software as a Service (SaaS) model, Instant Alert Plus can be configured for your needs in a matter of weeks. Because the hardware and software are hosted at secure off-site locations, you won’t have to worry about expensive upgrades or complex installations, and your ability to contact people is ensured even if your facilities are impacted.

Peace of Mind
As Honeywell’s proven track record of successful worldwide solutions shows, rapid and intuitive communication is our top priority. Whether you are responsible for the security of a city, college, business, hospital or industrial plant, Honeywell has a communication solution that can safeguard your people and assets – and make your job easier. Make sure communication on your watch is handled with the timely, accurate information exchange of Instant Alert Plus.